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KC

INTERNATIONAL LAW

KC 80 – 86 GENERAL WORKS
KC
80.H37
2020

Cases and materials on international law / D.J. (David John) Harris and Sandesh
Sivakumaran. -- 9th ed. – London :Thomson Reuters / Sweet & Maxwell, c2020.
lxxx, 944 p. ; 25 cm.
Loc: Judges’ Library

ISBN 978-0-414-07599-3 (print)

This ninth edition incorporates all major developments on the subject, including the latest statutory
developments and recently published articles and comments. (Source – Publisher’s website)

PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW
KC 100 – 136 GENERAL, HISTORY, THEORY ETC
KC
100.C37
2020

Cassese's international law / Paola Gaeta, Jorge E. Viñuales and Salvatore Zappalà. –
3rd ed. – Oxford ; New York : Oxford University Press, 2020.
lv, 556 p. ; 25 cm.
ISBN 978-0-19-923128-7

Loc: Main Library

In this new edition, all chapters have been substantially revised to incorporate new developments and
all major decisions from the ICJ, the ITLOS, arbitration tribunals, the WTO dispute settlement organs,
human rights courts, international criminal tribunals and the ICC, among other bodies. It also
includes a brand new chapter on international law and the global economy and has expanded
coverage of territorial matters and the law of the sea. There is more detailed development of topics
such as international organisations, international environmental law, the law of treaties, and legal
subjects. (Source – Publisher’s website)
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KC 330 – 339 TREATIES
KC
330.B37
2020

Handbook on good treaty practice / Jill M. Barrett and Robert C. Beckman. –
Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, c2020.
xlii, 490 p. ; 25 cm.
Loc: Judges’ Library

ISBN 978-1-107-53068-3 (pbk.)

This Handbook aims to provide practical guidance on good treaty practice. It presents a range of
examples from the practice of several States and international organisations and explains the actions
that need to be taken to create a new treaty, bring it into force, operate it, amend it and wind it up, on
both the international and the domestic plane.
It also explores what constitutes good treaty practice, and develops generic principles or criteria
against which to evaluate these examples. It provides a useful analytical tool to enable each
government and international organisation to identify and develop the best treaty practice for their
circumstances, recognising that one size does not necessarily fit all. (Source – Publisher’s website)

KC
330.O94
2020

The Oxford guide to treaties / edited by Duncan B. Hollis. – 2nd ed. – Oxford ; New
York : Oxford University Press, c2020.
lxxii, 824 p. ; 24 cm.
Loc: Judges’ Library

ISBN 978-0-19-884834-9

This new edition is completely revised and updated and provides the most current theories, cases, and
developments in treaty law. It includes brand new chapters on important topics in the field, such as
the rise of non-binding agreements as alternatives to treaties, and assessing treaty compliance and
effectiveness. (Source – Publisher’s website)

KC
338.7.L56
2020

Understanding jus cogens in international law and international legal discourse / Ulf
Linderfalk. – Cheltenham ; Northampton, MA : Edward Elgar Publishing, 2020.
viii, 242 p. ; 24 cm. (Elgar international law)
Loc: Judges’ Library

ISBN 978-1-78643-950-5 (cased)

This work moves beyond traditionally designed investigations of the application of jus cogens in
international law and instead analyses the many implicit basic assumptions held by participants in
international legal discourse, and the way in which these assumptions explain their various claims.
(Source – Publisher’s website)
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KM

PUBLIC LAW

CONSTITUTIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
KM 31 – 141 GENERAL
KM
74.O94
2020

The Oxford handbook of Caribbean constitutions / edited by Richard Albert, Derek
O’Brien and Se-Shauna Wheatle. – Oxford ; New York, NY : Oxford University Press,
2020.
xlviii, 702 p. ; 26 cm.
Loc: Main and Judges’ Libraries

ISBN 978-0-19-879304-5

This handbook offers a detailed and analytical view of the constitutions of the Caribbean region,
examining the constitutional development of the diverse countries. It explains the features of the region's
constitutions and examines themes emerging from the Caribbean's experience with constitutional interpretation
and reform.
The book is divided into four parts. Part I highlights what is distinctive about the constitutions of the Caribbean;
Part II covers the constitutions in detail; Part III addresses fundamental rights debates and developments in the
region, including the death penalty and socio-economic rights. Finally, Part IV features critical reflections on
the challenges and prospects for the region, including the work of the Caribbean Court of Justice and the future
of constitutional reform. (Source – Publisher’s website)

KM 201 – 229 CIVIL AND HUMAN RIGHTS
KM
Toulson & Phipps on confidentiality / C. M. Phipps, Simon Teasdale and William
209.P7.T68 Harman. -- 4th ed. – London : Sweet & Maxwell / Thomson Reuters, 2020.
2020
lxxv, 567 p. ; 24 cm.
Loc: Judges’ Library

ISBN 978-0-414-07441-5

This edition provides a combination of reference, analysis and procedure in relation to confidentiality
across all relevant areas of law. It also includes up-to-date case law. (Source – Publisher’s website)
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KM 300 – 307 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
KM
306.J83
2019

Patterson and Karim on judicial review / edited by Sam Karim and Constanze
Lowrison Bell, 3rd ed. – London : LexisNexis, 2019.
cxxxi, 663 p. : forms ; 26 cm.
Loc: Judges’ Library

ISBN 978-1-78473-438-1

This updated edition covers the substantive law of judicial review including grounds of review and remedies,
and looks in detail at the practice and procedure specific to such claims.
The largest part of the work is dedicated to individual areas of the law where judicial review is relevant,
including planning and environment, community care, housing, mental health, criminal law, education,
licensing, central/local government and immigration law. (Source – Publisher’s website)

KM
306.W66
2020

De Smith's principles of judicial review / edited by Catherine Donnelly and Ivan Hare,
2nd ed. – London : Sweet & Maxwell / Thomson Reuters, 2020.
cclv, 276, 1078 p. ; 24 cm.
ISBN 978-0-414-07159-9

Loc: Main Library

This student edition retains the authority and comprehensive nature of the main work while
substantially editing and re-writing it to take account of the needs of a student audience. It therefore
retains De Smith's focus on principle but has expanded sections on the matters of particular academic
controversy in the subject and a reduced focus on matters of practice and procedure. It has also been
updated to take account of the most recent developments and contains unique comparative material
from other Commonwealth countries. (Source – Publisher’s website)

CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE
KM 500 – 565 GENERAL, CRIMES
KM
500.C37
2016

Card, Cross and Jones criminal law / Richard Card. – 22nd ed. – Oxford : Oxford
University Press, 2016.
liv, 831p. ; 25 cm.
ISBN 978-0-19-875309-4

Loc: Main Library

This introductory text provides a detailed and up-to-date understanding of the substantive criminal law in
England and Wales. (Source – Publisher’s website)
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KN

PRIVATE LAW

KN 30 – 39 TORT
KN
30.C54
2020

Clerk & Lindsell on torts / general editor, Michael A. Jones. – 23rd ed. – London :
Sweet & Maxwell / Thomson Reuters, 2020.
ccclxxxvi, 2400 p. ; 25 cm. (The common law library)
Loc: Judges’ Library

978-0-414-07820-8

This title which is part of the Common Law Library series provides authoritative information on all
aspects of tort law and this new edition incorporates recent case law. (Source – Publisher’s website)

KN
30.R64
2020

Winfield and Jolowicz on tort / James Goudkamp and Donal Nolan. – 20th ed. –
London : Sweet & Maxwell / Thomson Reuters, 2020.
cxliii, 804 p. ; 24 cm.
978-0-414-06621-2

Loc: Main Library

This title provides a clear, authoritative and comprehensive guide to this area of law. For this edition,
the entire text has been thoroughly updated and several chapters have been extensively rewritten.
(Source – Publisher’s website)

KN
39.P6.M55
2020

Product liability / Duncan Fairgrieve and Richard Goldberg. – 3rd ed. – Oxford ; New
York : Oxford University Press, 2020.
cxii, 928 p. ; 26 cm.
ISBN 978-0-19-967923-2

Loc: Main Library

This work provides comprehensive and authoritative coverage of all the major issues concerning
product liability. This new edition has been fully updated to take account of 10 years of development
in case law and regulation, and the increasing impact of cross-border and transnational sale of goods.
(Source – Publisher’s website)
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PROPERTY
KN 60 – 98 REAL PROPERTY
KN
65.6.N49
2020

Preston & Newsom: restrictive covenants affecting freehold land / G.L. (George
Lucian) Newsom and Ewan Paton. – 11th ed. – London : Sweet & Maxwell / Thomson
Reuters, 2020.
lxxv, 609 p. ; 26 cm. (Property and conveyancing library)
978-0-414-06936-7

Loc: Main Library

This title provides comprehensive guidance on restricted covenants as they relate to freehold land. It
explains the underlying legal principles, looks at the practical aspects of drafting and registering
covenants, and considers what happens when a covenant is breached. This new edition includes recent
cases and developments. (Source – Publisher’s website)

PERSONS AND SOCIAL LAWS
KN 150 – 169 PERSONS
KN
164.S53
2020

Shackleton on the law and practice of meetings / general editors, Madeleine Cordes
and John Pugh-Smith. – 15th ed. – London : Sweet & Maxwell / Thomson Reuters,
c2020.
lvii, 452 p. ; 24 cm.
978-0-414-08027-0

Loc: Main Library

This work is a leading resource on the law and practice of company, charity and public sector
meetings, providing a complete statement of the law with detailed practical guidance. This new edition
provides information on accessibility requirements to meetings of public sector bodies as well as
remote meetings arising from, the effects of the Coronavirus (CV-19) Pandemic and their outworkings
through various pieces of legislation. (Source – Publisher’s website)

KN 190 – 198 INDUSTRIAL LAW AND RELATIONS
KN
192.S45
2020

Selwyn's law of employment / Astra Emir – 21st ed. – Oxford : Oxford University
Press, 2020.
xci, 650 p. ; 25 cm.
ISBN 978-0-19-883663-6

Loc: Main Library

This title provides broad coverage on individual and collective employment law matters with reference
to UK and EU case law. This new edition provides updated case law and statutory changes to the
law. (Source – Publisher’s website)
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KN 200 – 235 EQUITY
KN
210.L49
2020

Lewin on trusts / Lynton Tucker, Nicholas Le Poidevin and James Brightwell. -- 20th
ed. – London : Sweet & Maxwell / Thomson Reuters, c2020.
2 v. ; 25 cm. (Trusts, wills and probate library)
Loc: Judges’ Library

ISBN 978-0-414-06805-6

This title gives an in-depth analysis of both general principles and practical considerations, covering
all aspects of trusts law, including creation of trusts, jurisdiction and choice of law, the role and
duties, indemnity and remuneration of trustees, the rights of beneficiaries, dispositive and
administrative powers concerning trusts, trust proceedings and remedies, and regulation of trusts and
trustees. This new edition has been extensively re-organised and substantially expanded to take
account of developments in the law, and decisions in England, as well as the old Commonwealth and
all the main offshore jurisdictions. (Source – Publisher’s website)

COMMERCIAL LAW
KN 250 – 256 GENERAL, TRADE, ETC
KN
250.G66
2020

Goode and McKendrick on commercial law / Ewan McKendrick. -- 6th ed. – London :
Sweet & Maxwell / Thomson Reuters, c2020.
cl, 1484 p. ; 24 cm.
ISBN 978-1-4743-1723-8

Loc: Main Library

This Sixth edition of Goode on Commercial Law has been retitled Goode and McKendrick on
Commercial Law but continues to provide theoretical and practical coverage of commercial law in
both a national and an international context. The new edition includes recent developments in
commercial contract law and new sections have been added on the importance of certainty in
commercial law and the relationship between law and technology, particularly as it relates to
cryptoassets and cryptocurrencies and electronic signatures. (Source – Publisher’s website)

KN 260 – 279 BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS, INDUSTRIES
KN
Conflicts of interest / Charles Hollander and Simon Salzedo. -- 6th ed. – London :
264.73.H65 Sweet & Maxwell / Thomson Reuters, c2020.
2020
lii, 351 p. ; 24 cm.
ISBN 978-0-414-07533-7

Loc: Main Library

This title provides authoritative guidance on the law relating to conflicts of interest in all its
dimensions, from client conflict and personal conflict to commercial and judicial conflict. It explains
in detail the current legal position in various professional sectors (lawyers, accountants, the City,
directors, estate agents and insurance brokers). It helps the user avoid potential conflicts of interest
and provides practical advice and remedies for ones that arise. (Source – Publisher’s website)
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KN 300 – 315 FINANCE, INVESTMENT
KN
312.4.H86
2020

Kerr and Hunter on receivers and administrators / edited by Thomas Robinson and
Peter Walton. – 21st ed. – London : Sweet & Maxwell / Thomson Reuters, c2020.
cviii, 614 p. ; 24 cm.
ISBN 978-0-414-07415-6

Loc: Main Library

This title provides both corporate and personal insolvency and considers the duties, and
responsibilities of both administrators and receivers. It also explains when and why they are
appointed, and whether appointed outside court or not. The new edition gives information on the
impact of new legislative developments and reflects the latest rulings from both UK and EU courts,
with references from other jurisdictions where relevant. (Source – Publisher’s website)

KN 350 – 399 PROCEDURE (GENERAL ND CIVIL)
KN
388.3.F67
2020

Foskett on compromise / David Foskett. -- 9th ed. – London : Sweet & Maxwell /
Thomson Reuters, c2020.
xc, 712 p. ; 24 cm. (Litigation library)
Loc: Judges’ Library

ISBN 978-0-414-07265-7

This book explains and provides authoritative guidance on the law of compromise and the various
contexts in which it can be applied. In addition to updates on case law, this new edition includes a
new chapter on the settlement of international commercial disputes including a detailed analysis of
‘The Singapore Convention’ and new guidance on early neutral evaluation in all cases and on
mediation and other forms of ADR generally. (Source – Publisher’s website)

KN
390.H49
2020

Cross on evidence / J. D. Heydon. -- 12th Australian ed. – Chatswood, N.S.W. :
LexisNexis Butterworths, c2020.
cclxxi, 1669 p. ; 24 cm.
Loc: Judges’ Library

ISBN 978-0-409-35191-0

This title provides a detailed and authoritative analysis of the rules of the law of evidence in Australia.
It contains explicit statements of doctrine together with an exposition of the principles underlying the
various rules. (Source – Publisher’s website)
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